CORE for OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
For colleges and universities preparing the next generation
of occupational therapy professionals, our comprehensive
ed tech suite eliminates complexities while providing an
unmatched user experience.

ABOUT CORE
With our software that simplifies, savvy support team and
scalable solutions, OT programs trust CORE to help manage
their fieldwork education and student assessment and career
readiness needs.

Software that Simplifies
Simplify your fieldwork education
programs and student assessment
processes by driving efficiency,
transparency, communication and tracking
across them. Our easy to use web and
mobile based platform supports both
learners and administrators.

Savvy Support Team
Our support team is with you every step of
the way - from implementation to training
to helping you with the day to day. Get a
white glove experience all at no additional
cost to you! With clinicians on staff, we are
familiar with the nuances of health science
programs.

Scalable Solutions
Invest in a platform that is scalable across
all your health sciences programs and
eliminate the need to have unique solutions
for Nursing, Pharmacy, PT, PA, OT, etc. Our
ed tech suite is built to accommodate the
needs of various experiential and clinical
education programs.
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SOFTWARE THAT SIMPLIFIES
Our software that simplifies and scalable solutions help you:

Manage Fieldwork Education
Improve departmental efficiency, enhance
communication and elevate the student experience by
managing the entire fieldwork education process within
one comprehensive and purpose-built application - ELMS

Enable Students to Showcase
their Achievements
Help your students stand apart, tell their story, establish
credibility, and strengthen professional relationships by
building and maintaining a custom and comprehensive
easy to use ePortfolio with MyCred
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Manage Student Competency
Assessment Processes
Easily build and maintain your curriculum map,
efficiently manage and report on student competency
assessments, and track performance with course and
faculty evaluations with CompMS

Promote Continuing Education Programs
Increase CE activity registrations by connecting
professionals and adult learners with relevant continuing
education activities by subject, discipline, provider, or
geographic location with CE Search Engine
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MANAGE FIELDWORK EDUCATION PROGRAMS
WITH CORE ELMS
Improve departmental efficiency
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•

Easily track, manage and report on fieldwork
evaluation data integrated with Formstack

•

Ensure students are compliant before beginning
fieldwork by tracking their requirements

•

Track and report on everything you are doing
in the system (such as fieldwork assignments
& availability, evaluation results, student hours,
requirements compliance, incidents, etc )

•

Easy manage Level I and Level II fieldwork with our
scheduling tools

•

Manage and track site contracts all in one location

Enhance communication
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•

Communicate directly with Preceptors, CIs,
Supervisors and Students through one central
communication hub, while also managing and
tracking all those interactions

•

Utilize evaluations, surveys, and electronic forms
to measure key metrics such as graduate and
placement rates, employment verification, etc

Elevate student experience
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•

Provide students with a mobile app experience
allowing them to easily submit or review fieldwork
evaluations, enter and maintain fieldwork
experiences, encounters and hours all in one place
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MANAGE STUDENT COMPETENCY
ASSESSMENT PROCESSES WITH COMPMS
Easily build and maintain curriculum map

1

2

•

Identify and map outcomes, competencies,
and objectives

•

Analyze where and how items are being taught and
how they tie back to accreditation standards

Efficiently manage student and faculty
assessments
•

Allow students to upload evidence they are meeting
and practicing outcomes and competencies

•

Enable faculty to review, evaluate, and respond to
student submissions

•

Report on student progress longitudinally over the
curriculum

•

Build and manage course and faculty evaluations
and distribute to students
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ENABLE STUDENTS TO SHOWCASE THEIR
ACHIEVEMENTS WITH MYCRED
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Students can easily and digitally present
their profile
•

Showcase educational and professional
achievements including cases and case logs,
competency assessments, educational background,
employment history, committees and boards, etc

PROMOTE CONTINUING EDUCATION
PROGRAMS WITH CE SEARCH ENGINE
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Increase CE activity registrations by connecting
professionals and adult learners with relevant
continuing education activities by subject, discipline,
provider, or geographic location with CE Search Engine
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS ARE SAYING

The CORE ELMS/Formstack integration is a huge help to
our OT program because we are able to have FWE’s fill out the new
evaluation forms directly within our CORE ELMS system. This
gives our students access to their evaluation without my assistance.”
Moreover, the product development team at CORE has been
incredibly helpful in listening to our feedback and ensuring this
evaluation integration feature will make the process easier for all OT
programs. I am excited for others to try it!

Mechelle Collins-Faria
MS OTR/L Academic Fieldwork Coordinator
Assistant Professor Department of Occupational Therapy
Long Island University

The CORE ELMS/Formstack integration has gone very well.
The CORE team did an excellent job of making it work very
similarly to how I was previously sending the OT FWPE out to
my fieldwork educators. Now that CORE has integrated with
Formstack, the fieldwork educator has the option to access
it through the link OR they can simply log into CORE and
complete the evaluation there

Academic Fieldwork Coordinator Assistant Professor
Louisiana State University, New Orleans

Are you ready to make the switch to CORE?

sales@corehighered.com		

Learn more

844-681-2673		
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